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Book reviews
1990 Public Health Matters. TheThird Annual Report ofthe Directorof Public Health. Dr GJ Scally,
MSc, FFPHM. Prepared by The Department of Public Health Medicine, Eastern Health and Social
Services Board, Belfast, October 1991. (pp 82. £7.00).
The managerial revolution in the health services of the Thatcher years included the field of public
health: thus from 19891 the DHSS (NI) required each Area Board to designate a consultant in Public
Health Medicine as the Board 'Director of Public Health' to oversee 'not only efforts to preserve health
... but also the provision of effective and efficient services to restore the sick to health ... and to
reduce suffering, disability and dependence'.2 Each Director published his first annual report (for
1988) in October 1989: the subject of this review is the third annual report by Dr Gabriel Scally,
Director of Public Health of the Eastern Board. These reports are not to be confused with the Annual
Reports of the Boards, their various Supplements, nor the Annual Report ofthe ChiefMedical Officer
of DHSS (NI).
Few fields have benefitted more from reports of public officers than has public health: 'The establish-
ment of the office of Registrar-General in 1837 marks a major turning point in the history of public
health as well as of demography in Britain'.3 It is no accident that Britain's most influential Victorian
public health pioneers were public servants - William Farr ('compiler of abstracts' at the GRO), John
Simon (medical officer to the Local Government Board and the Privy Council), and Edwin Chadwick
(secretary to the Poor Law Commission). To emulate them their heirs must improve the present
knowledge-base on the relationship between, on the one hand, the provision of health and other
services and, on the other, population orindividual health, and instigate those recommendations in the
recent Green Paper4 concerning monitoring, assessing and evaluating indicators of 'health gain' rather
than of 'process' or 'provision'. This will require a conceptual grasp of basics, sound views on health
and sickness determinants, intellectual courage, awareness of political imperatives, and a consistent
strategy over the years.
Dr Scally understands all this. His first three reports are planned for this wider purpose as well as
promulgating essential statistics on current issues. Thus his first report5 provides inter alia a baseline
for the measurement of future experience. His second6 extends the database and focuses further on
high profile disease rubrics - cardio -vascular disease, cancer, mental illness, maternal and child
health, and accidents. While the present report further develops these themes, it also introduces the
concept of 'health gain' now placed firmly in the new environment of the restructured health services,
and courageously faces contemporary problems notably those of health and homelessness, and of
unplanned pregnancy in teenagers, which our society (and its medical commentators!) conveniently
though supinely choose to ignore. The report itself is 'reader-friendly' with generous type, clear and
incisive prose, well-chosen tables and diagrams, and with core summary tables compiled in concert
with those of the other three Area Boards so that "the rates given are directly comparable between
Boards" - a laudable exercise indeed! There is a selective bibliography.
The value of this series will depend on the abilityofthe four Directors not tobe swayed by shorter -term
imperatives from their longer-term objectives; not to lose the central thrust. It would be unfortunate if
failure of vision, resources, or resolve, turned the exercise into a bland commentary on annual
compilations of easily retrieved statistics. Close collaboration will identify and prioritise matters of
general concern; intelligence and resolve, such as Dr Scally and his colleagues show, will place these
squarely on
-stage and preserve a common strategy. This reviewer would not object to more challenge
or controversy in subsequent reports: the contemporary Director may hardly match the classical
allusions or ornate prose of a Farr or a Simon, let alone a Greenwood, (or have such uncharted territory
to map), or rival the bellicosity of a Chadwick, but he could aim to match their sense of inquiry and zeal
for discovery. Dr Scally and his group have made an excellent start. P FROGGATT
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